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Active studies
Reconstruction and Performance

Common D3PD
PID Tools

Electron ID with Xe/Ar
25 ns: 
Validity gate and tracking performance
Performance at high occupancy

Inside jets
In Pb-Pb collisions

Argon studies
FastOR
Preparation for Run2

Aging monitoring
HT Monitoring 
Offline Monitoring

Simulation and Digitization
Tuning at large luminosity 
Timing of Monopoles
Argon Geometry
HT tune:

HT probability tuning
HT T0 offset improvement
HT Calibration (HToT with high lumi)
Re-tune TR radiator 

Argon tuning
FastOR developments
Fatras
ISF integration
FastDigi
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Reconstruction
and 

Performance
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25 ns: Validity gate

To be applied at ReadOut level (loose) and at Drift circle reconstruction (Tight)
TRT bit pattern will be reduce from 24 bits to 20 bits

Jenny Ivarsson

Reject hits from out of time bunches 
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25 ns: Performance

RDO:
No Validity 

Gate

Luminosity

Drift Circle:
Validity 

Gate ON

μ
Jenny Ivarsson

After validity gate is applied at RDO level
the TRT will have not issues to deal with rates at large Luminosity 5



Hits on Track:

Slight decrease in 
total number of hits 
on track

Expected, due to 
removal of too early 
and too late hits and 
also noise hits

Ratio TRT Precision 
Hits:

Same as for 50ns!!

25 ns: Performance

pT > 1 GeV

pT > 1 GeV

pT > 10 GeV

pT > 10 GeV
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Residual (Unbiased)

25 ns larger for “low 
luminosity” but the same 
for large luminosity

For large pT tracks, 
same performance!!

Time Residual (Unbiased):

Narrower for 25ns: 
noisy hits removed

Better time residual 
should be equivalent to 
better position residual 
-> Under Study!!

25 ns: Performance
pT > 1 GeV

pT > 1 GeV

pT > 10 GeV

pT > 10 GeV
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TRT D3PD
Include all significative information for the TRT in the TrackD3PD maker

Hits on track (with detailed hit information)
Holes associated to the track. Basic to understand efficiencies

Most complicated for implementation and CPU consuming
Outliers/tube hits
Argon/Xenon info.
Number of drift circles / RDOs at different detector levels

This D3PD will be the baseline for all TRT Studies with special focus on 
MC tuning
PID tool Development
Aging

Produce them for all Z->ee, Z->μμ data events, equivalent MC.
Extend to J/Psi
Full 2011-2012 size around ~2Tb

At some point, maybe worth it to consider a general ID production???

Troels Petersen/Ask Emil Jensen
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PID and PID Tool
Not used during 2012: 

HT Fraction was used for electron ID
Used in tau group

Plan:
Resurrect the PID tool and obtain PDFs for
 different effects:

HT and ToT information
Geometrical regions (pseudorapidity)
Particle Momentum
Instantaneous luminosity

Can we gain something in Argon?
10% TR absorption vs Xenon

Play with the High Threshold to 
enhance signal
Study in MC, garfield, data and
cosmic rays

Troels Petersen/Ask Emil Jensen

Double binomial fit
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Argon Studies

TRT most likely to operate in 2015 with few sectors running Argon gas

We already took data in 2013 p-Pb with these conditions. 
We need MC to compare with!!!

Same Tracking performance observed as in Xenon

PID needs to be understood in detail. Current priority for us.

MC generation has to be prepared to deal with new and variable conditions:

Digitization is implemented (but fine tuning is ongoing) for tracking and PID

PAI model (cluster production) and production of Hits taking into account TR clusters (G4)

Uses the DB conditions to know which straws use argon or xenon. Straw by straw configuration is possible

Simulation (G4) is implemented at large granularity:

Barrel: Layer level implemented but phi sector required!!!!

Endcap: Wheel level implemented. Agrees with hardware.

Modification of GeoModel is a priority, large changes needed and we need experts help 

Garfield Argon studies and straw-measurements with argon are ongoing.

Artem Maevskiy / Diane Shoaleh-
Saadi / Oleksandr Viazlo

Xenon

Argon
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TRT tracking inside jets
Good performance in data

Valuable information provided by the TRT in busy 
environments

Also studied in Pb-Pb collisions

Working on MC/Data comparison

Problems to find the right sample to describe our data
due to significant differences in jet spectrum

Different samples tried, probably a new production will 
be needed

Considering event reweighting

Some (personal) comments:

Should we study MC for details as:

“Fake” hits and tracks?

Track separation

Pix/Sct they have “issues” to separate 2 
tracks too close

Influence in track extension??

Shared hits -> influence in PrecHits ratio

Dimitriy Krasnopevtsev
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Preparations for next run
Detailed Documentation from Run1:

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/Atlas/TrtTaskDocumentation
Cosmic runs expected for 2014

TRT will be operated with Argon
Fundamental to understand Argon operation in pp collisions

PID studies: 
Redo the On-set curve with Argon for different HT settings
Tracking studies

In OFFLINE we need experts for:
Data Quality/Monitoring 
Offline calibration

Important test of the facilities, readiness and expertise for 2015
Most areas covered with long term commitment provided by the TRT Institutes

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/Atlas/TrtTasks
GREAT THANKS!!!!!!!
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Some Missing pieces
HT Offline monitoring
Database:

Finish the POOL-COOL conversion
Review that the MC tags covers all IOV values 
(Known issue in folder TRT/Align/)

RAW Preparation Conversion:
Encapsulation was broken long ago
move from 24 to 21 bits will require modification and back-compatibility

Back-tracking
Speed needs to be improved
Preliminary work done: only extensions for Calorimeter RoI

Checks in electron/conversion efficiencies missing. Volunteers?
Calibration for cosmics:

We will not be able to use track-refitting 
Need to check Event-Phase
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Simulation 
and 

Digitization
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FastOR:
Timing of monopole hits

One of the tasks is introducing a level 1 trigger taking advantage of the TRT FastOR output
L1 Trigger for Highly ionizing particles (magnetic monopoles, Q-balls

See tuesday FastOR trigger talk by Hal
Several developments required for MC studies

G4 has been recently updated to correctly return flight time of monopoles
G4 needs to integrate over changing velocity due to B field. Recently implemented.

Before, flight time of monopoles was 0, what made impossible detailed trigger studies.

red	  line	  =	  light	  speed

Monopoles	  traveling
at	  infinite	  speeds!

Monopoles	  
travelling
at	  v	  <	  c

Wendy Taylor/John Apostolakis/Gabriel Palacino
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FastOR
at digi
First implementation of a FastOR trigger algorithm at 
digilization level:

TRTFastORAlg
Include the “OR” of 16 straws in a DTMROC in ATHENA 
Trigger Logic Implemented between modules
Streamer mode improved

If energy deposition ~> 1 MeV
High Threshold ToT replaced by 
measured PDFs

The aim is to study fastOR trigger rate for the Technical
Proposal

Large background samples ready to be digitalized with 
this new FastOR output activated

Andres Florez/ Ximo Poveda/Andrew Beddall
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Digitization Tuning
Started a year ago
Main GOALS: 

Improve MC / Data agreement at all <mu>
Speed, tidying and clean-up

A framework with control plots has been developed for this project
Standard selection for events and tracks
Useful in the future for this and for other studies
Studies cross-checked by different tuners for electrons and muons samples

Beta version committed to Athena last week:
TRT_Digitization-00-11-00

20 % faster than previous tag used for MC production
Baseline for next MC production
Includes the latest FastOR trigger developments
Includes Argon Digitization
Included in current nighties release 

Tuning	  team	  (beginning):
Kyung	  Eon	  Choi	  (Indiana)
Kevin	  Finelli	  (Duke)
Andres	  Florez	  (York)
Mikhail[Misha]	  Levchenko	  (PNPI)
Gabriel	  Palacino	  (York)

Tuning	  team	  (survivors):
Kyung	  Eon	  Choi	  	  (Indiana)	  
Mikhail[Misha]Levchenko	  (PNPI)	  
Gabriel	  Palacino	  (York)	  

Tuning Team
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Digitization Tuning
T0	  shiK	  reduced	  from	  7	  ns	  to	  1ns LT	  reduced	  (about	  10%)	  to	  compensate	  for	  aQenuaRon	  (debugged)

<µ>	  =	  5-‐10	  

Z	  -‐>	  mu	  mu

Tuning Team

PosiRve	  impact	  on	  HT	  paQern!!

Same	  straw	  efficiency	  for	  MC	  and	  Data
<mu>	  evoluRon	  well	  described

Z	  -‐>	  mu	  mu

Hit residual for barrel, slightly larger for MC
Might indicate further low threshold tune required

In general same evolution with <mu>  



Fatras & ISF & Fast Sim

Fatras: 
Alternative to G4
ISF: 
Integrated Simulation Framework

Under Development
Fast TRT digitization, by Tina Sfiligoj. 

Produce drift circles directly from the G4 steps
Skip CPU intensive algs:

TRTProcessingOfStraw
TRTElectronicsProcessing

For PID, consider the application of the PID tool
The TRT group is providing support and feedback to Tina. 
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Highlights 
The TRT is ready to operate at 25ns bunch crossing.

Similar performance vs luminosity  as 50ns thanks to the validity gates 
Need to look at 25 ns MC and check performance there
PID under revision, but same efficiency and background rejection expected

First version of the new tune for digitization in place, tag included in the nighties
Speed-up and cleaning
Improvement of the Leading Edge timing and HT
Monopoles timing and new FastOR trigger

FastOR trigger upgrade talk later today by Hal
Large MC production for proposal ongoing!!

Preparation for Cosmic runs and next run
Fundamental tasks for operation are assigned to Groups/Institutes on a long term 
commitment basis. 

We have important and interesting aspects of the TRT to study, if 
you want to contribute, please contact me or Andrew Beddall
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Much more during TRT Days!!
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THANKS to all TRTers for the hard work!!!!



Luminosity plots
To do the plots vs lumi instead of number of interactions:

L = µ
nbfr
�pp

fr =
1

25ns
�pp = 2.56 · 108nb

The number of bunches at 25 ns is 2 times the number of bunches at 50ns bunch 
crossing

Proton-proton cross-section extracted from 50 ns lumi calculator
22
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To find the optimal validity gate, a new method has been developed:
Low luminosity data (with bunch-crossing time = 50 ns) used
Create “fake” in time pile up displacing the ReadOut word by -50, -25, 25 50 ns 
adding all them. 
Study the hit efficiency, number of hits on track and number of precision hits

Different Gate position and width
Details in CDS: https://cds.cern.ch/record/1608680?ln=en

25 ns: Validity gate
Jenny Ivarsson
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25 ns: Validity gate
To be approved in the 

coming weeks

Jenny Ivarsson
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Extension Fraction:
Silicon tracks and TRT Tracks (more than 9 TRT hits) / all ID tracks

At high luminosity, better performance for 25ns!!!

25 ns: Performance
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Sim/Digi plans

Improve Argon implementation (simulation) and tune Digitization
More detailed HT tuning:

HT vs <mu>
TRT radiator study and Digitization re-tuning will be needed. 

More FastOR developments
Argon tuning
ISF integration and Fatras
Fast Tuning development
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